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Why did the Wikk kids go to Evad?
a. Their parents told them to go there
b. Mr. O’Farrell gave them the coordinates
c. They had overheard that the Übel would be taking their parents there
d. Tiffany read their mom’s e-journal entries about the discoveries at Dabnis Castle,
one of which was the crimson book sought by the Übel, while another held the
name Evad and a set of coordinates
How did the Wikks open the sealed doors and tunnels they encountered after diving into
the cross-shaped pool?
a. They picked the locks
b. They used the 12 wooden planks and 12 rubies from Dabnis Castle
c. They broke down the doors
d. They used the cross-shaped pendants the Brother Sam gave them
Where did the coordinates given by the red-cloaked man on the video in the
underground chamber after the chess game point?
a. A planet called Enaid
b. Jahr des Eises
c. Dabnis Castle
d. A place they didn’t recognize
Why did Austin sneak off to rescue their parents on his own?
a. Austin realized Oliver had confidence in Austin’s ability to survive on his own, and
Austin wanted to prove Oliver right, make him proud, and be a hero
b. The rest of his siblings had been captured
c. He didn’t want to make his siblings worry
d. He didn’t think Oliver could do it
What do you think Brother Sam’s backstory might be? What clues did you notice in the
book?
Who do you think Zebra Xavier might be?
What/who attacked Mason and Oliver on the highest ziggurat?
a. Panthers
b. The Übel
c. Snake-like vines
d. Natives
How many ziggurats did the Wikks find on Evad?
a. 5
b. 3
c. 12
d. 4
What lined the cross-shaped pool on Evad?
a. Wooden planks
b. Emeralds
c. Rubies
d. Vines

10. Why do you think Austin and Oliver argued so much? What made Austin begin to
change his attitude?
11. According to Brother Sam, what are the Übel searching for?
a. Revenge against the Empire
b. A way to live forever
c. World peace
d. The ultimate weapon
12. Why would the Veritas Nachfolger remain loyal to the ways of the Truth despite the
Übel’s attempts to wipe it out?
13. The first riddle that the Wikks found on Evad read, “For we walk by faith, not by sight.”
What does that mean? How did the Wikks and Obbin display faith?
14. Why do you think a cross is a symbol of truth?
15. According to Brother Sam, why did the Übel try to cover up and wipe out history?
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Answers will vary but may include his friend who searched for eternal life and wouldn’t
listen when Brother Sam tried to tell him the Truth as well as the fact that he’s missing a
couple of fingers on his left hand.
6. Answers will vary but should include something about the Übel.
7. C
8. D
9. C
10. Answers to the second part of this question should include how being alone in the jungle
with frightening creatures and the Übel made Austin realize that he was wrong for not
being a team player with his siblings.
11. B
12. Answers will vary.
13. Faith could be described as believing in something (sometimes without the proof of
seeing it), and examples could include crossing the invisible bridge, choosing to trust
Brother Sam, and realizing that an unknown something is looking out for them.
14. Answers will vary.
15. Brother Sam said, “They knew from many examples in history that those who are unjust
often receive a just end from those they have wronged. To maintain their control, the
men believed they should rewrite history. If, by controlling the media, they could reflect a
past that showed only peace, prosperity, and equality, the people would come to believe
it as the only truth they’d ever known.”

